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By means of ab initio calculations and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations we demonstrate that the indirect
interaction mediated by conduction electrons of nonmagnetic metallic substrate could stabilize magnetic order
of ensemble of magnetic nanoclusters at high temperatures. We especially focus on the conditions necessary for
such magnetic ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding of magnetic behavior of atomic-scale sys-
tems has recently become one of the major challenges1–5 due
to wide range of applications of such systems in modern
magnetic storage technology. Increasing capacity of storage
devices results in the miniaturization of their elements—
nanoclusters or nanodots constructed of magnetic atoms. The
magnetic anisotropy energy �MAE� of small nanostructures
is, however, insufficient to hinder the effect of thermal
fluctuations6 so the blocking temperature at which these fluc-
tuations destroy a magnetic order of an ensemble of mag-
netic units is usually far below the room temperature �RT�.7,8

The way to stabilize the magnetic order is to exploit long-
range interactions between magnetic nanostructures.4

There are two obvious candidates to the role of stabilizing
force:9–16 the dipolar interaction and the indirect substrate-
mediated interaction, whose behavior depends on the sub-
strate electronic properties.16–21 Already first theoretical stud-
ies on magnetic particles embedded into the nonmagnetic
metallic host demonstrated the complex interplay of both
interactions with the size of interacting nanostructures and
the distance between them.16,17 It was actually predicted that
it is possible to enhance one of the interactions by deliberate
choice of these characteristics.17 A set of recent experimental
works confirmed this proposal. In particular, RT magnetic
ordering stabilized by dipolar interaction has been recently
revealed in Co films on Cu�001�.13 Since the dipolar interac-
tion decays fast with the separation between magnetic units,
the magnetic ordering at temperatures approaching the RT
appears only at high Co coverages, i.e., when magnetic units
start to overlap. Recent experiments performed by means of
scanning tunneling microscopy and magneto-optical Kerr ef-
fect techniques in the group of Shen from Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory14,15 have clearly indicated that indirect
substrate-mediated interaction can cause the high-
temperature ferromagnetism at large separations between
magnetic Fe units on a Cu�111� substrate. Despite the fact
that the key point of our research was inspired to a great
extent by results of Shen et al.,14,15 we do not aim to explain
these studies in details. The reason behind this is the lack of
detailed information on the experimental results14,15 such as
nanodot MAE distributions and dot-dot separation distribu-
tion.

We give in this paper a clear theoretical evidence that
substrate-mediated interaction between nanoclusters could
lead to high-temperature ferromagnetism of cluster en-
sembles. In our study we address a question, which condi-
tions must be satisfied to induce such a ferromagnetic order-
ing. To do it we combine two theoretical approaches. The
strength of the indirect substrate-mediated exchange interac-
tion is obtained by means of the ab initio Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker �KKR� method. The magnetic ordering �i.e., block-
ing temperature� of an ensemble is studied using kinetic
Monte Carlo �kMC� simulations. As an example, we concen-
trate on magnetic behavior of Fe nanoclusters �and nanodots�
on Cu�111�.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section II is
devoted to the ab initio calculations of the exchange interac-
tion between magnetic nanoclusters on a nonmagnetic metal-
lic substrate. In Sec. III, we describe kMC simulations of the
magnetization dynamics and present our data on blocking
temperatures of different ensembles of magnetic units.

II. EXCHANGE INTERACTION BETWEEN
NANOCLUSTERS

A. KKR method

The strength of the indirect substrate-mediated exchange
interaction between magnetic units on a nonmagnetic noble-
metal substrate supporting surface-state electrons is calcu-
lated within the formalism of the density-functional theory in
the local spin-density approximation implemented in the
framework of the KKR Green’s function method.22–27 This
method describes ground-state properties by means of the
Green’s function of a system. The key point of the KKR

method is that the Green’s function Ĝ1��� of a perturbed

system can be expressed from the Green’s function Ĝ0��� of
the reference system by means of the Dyson equation

Ĝ1���= Ĝ0���+ Ĝ0���T̂���Ĝ0���, where T̂��� is so-called tran-
sition matrix �or T matrix� relating the states ��1� of per-
turbed system to the states ��0� of the unperturbed one. T

matrix is defined as �V̂��1�= T̂�E���0�, where �V̂ is a per-
turbing potential. The Dyson equation can be formulated in
terms of any reference system so it is possible to introduce
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impurities iteratively. In our case, we first calculate an infi-
nite Cu crystal as a perturbation of free space; then we treat
a surface as a two-dimensional perturbation of a crystal; and
finally nanostructures on surfaces are considered as a real-
space perturbation of an infinite surface. Particular represen-
tations of the Green’s functions of the system are formulated
with the help of multiple-scattering theory.22,25,27 The KKR
formalism provides an easy way to account for the changes
in the integrated density of states �i.e., changes in energies�
between the perturbed and the reference systems, ���E�
=1 /� Im�Tr�ln T̂��. We use this formula �known as Lloyd’s
formula� to calculate the interaction energies.26–30 Such an
approach accounts both for indirect interactions mediated via
bulk states and via surface states. The atomic relaxations are
not taken into account in our calculations.

B. Exchange interaction between the borders of nanoclusters

Let us determine how strong exchange interactions medi-
ated by substrate conduction electrons can be. To do it we
consider two arbitrary magnetic Fe clusters with smooth bor-
ders separated by distance R, as it is sketched in Fig. 1�a�.
Straightforward ab initio treatment of such a system is pos-
sible only for clusters comprised of tenth of atoms so the
exchange interaction between larger nanostructures should
be calculated by means of some approximation. Conduction
electrons scattered at each magnetic cluster interfere with
each other. Since scattering phase shifts for majority and
minority electrons are different, energies of two systems with
parallel and antiparallel alignment of magnetic moments of
clusters are different.30 Scattering of conduction electrons is
determined mainly by the interface atoms of clusters.31 Such
areas are highlighted in Fig. 1�a� by dark red stripes. As a
first approximation the exchange interaction between Fe

clusters can be described by the exchange interaction be-
tween two parallel monatomic Fe chains of the length N
simulating edges of two clusters.

The exchange interaction per chain atom Eex/N for N�1
rapidly converge to a limit demonstrated in Fig. 1�b� with
circles and dashed line. One can see that the absolute value
of Eex/N at R	9 Å does not exceed 0.5 meV. Typically, lat-
eral size of a nanoscale magnetic unit is about 2–3
nm,7,14,15,32 which corresponds to the chain length N�10.
The exchange interaction between such chains is Eex/N ·N

5 meV. Evidently, this interaction energy is too small to
induce ferromagnetic ordering at high temperatures.3 Brovko
et al.30 have recently demonstrated that the exchange inter-
action can be significantly enhanced by filling the space be-
tween magnetic adatoms by the host material. This effect can
be explained by the enhanced density of conduction elec-
trons in the spacer between two impurities. Following this
hint, we have computed the normalized exchange interaction
Eex/N between two long embedded monatomic Fe chains
separated by distance R. The result is presented in Fig. 1�b�
with squares and solid lines. The exchange interaction at
intermediate distances is one order stronger than in the case
of adchains and reaches −4.5 meV per atom for R=9 Å. For
two chains consisting of N=10 atoms Eex/N ·N=45 meV.

C. Importance of a cluster structure

It is clear that the approximation which is used to estimate
the exchange interaction between two embedded clusters is
rather crude. To check its relevance we study the impact of
the inner cluster atoms on the magnitude of exchange inter-
action, i.e., consider a set of partially filled pseudomorphic
Fe nanoclusters incorporated into the topmost Cu layer at
R=9 Å, as it is shown in Fig. 2. Since the exchange cou-
pling between adstructures is one order smaller than between
embedded ones �Fig. 1�, we focus further on embedded clus-
ters. The data provided in Fig. 2 clearly demonstrate two
basic features: �i� exchange interaction between nanoclusters
is determined by the scattering at the two outermost atomic
rows of each cluster; �ii� the second atomic row quenches the
exchange interaction �compare Figs. 2�a�–2�d� with Figs.
2�e� and 2�f��. This quenching can be explained by the dif-
ference between phases of electrons backscattered at the first
and the second rows of the nanocluster. Indeed, the Fermi
wavelength of Cu bulk electrons is 4.62 Å and the distance

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Two clusters on Cu�111� surface. Dark
red stripes show the clusters edges governing the substrate-
mediated interaction between clusters. �b� Exchange interaction be-
tween two parallel Fe wires divided by the total number of atoms in
a chain N in the limit of long chains �N�1�. Circles and dashed
lines demonstrate the exchange interaction between two adchains,
squares, and solid lines—between two embedded chains.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Exchange interactions for the partially
filled hexagonal Fe clusters embedded into the surface layer of
Cu�111� for separation R=9 Å. Dark red circles correspond to Fe
atoms and empty circles to substrate Cu atoms.
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between two Fe rows in our model is �2.22 Å �Fig. 3�a�� so
the phase shift is �0.96� and two backscattered waves can-
cel each other.

Obviously, the structure of the magnetic nanocluster is of
a great importance for the indirect substrate-mediated inter-
action. Fe nanoparticles often have a bcc structure,14,15,33

which of course does not match the Cu fcc substrate, as it is
shown in Fig. 3�b�. Such a complicated arrangement of the
substrate and the nanoparticle atoms makes impossible direct
ab initio treatment of this system. Nevertheless, some gen-
eral conclusions can be delivered. The phase shift between
electrons backscattered at two atomic planes of a bcc nano-
cluster is equal to �0.6� and the net backscattered wave is
even amplified. This value can be estimated from the dis-
tance of 1.44 Å between 	100
 Fe atomic planes �Fig. 3�b��.
Thus, the exchange interaction presented in Fig. 1�b� with
solid line could be used as a reasonable estimation of the real
exchange coupling between two buried Fe clusters having
bcc structure.

To avoid possible confusions we want to stress that the
above-mentioned reasoning on importance of a cluster struc-
ture is crucial for bulk states with the Fermi wavelength of
4.62 Å. Such an interaction rapidly decays and starting from
separations of 10–20 Å is exceeded by the interaction me-
diated by the surface state. This parabolic state has much
larger Fermi wavelength of 28 Å so there is no destructive
interference between electrons scattered at the first and at the
second atomic rows and one can consider only one row. The
distance at which the surface state begins to play the key role
significantly depends on the particular system. For instance,
nanoclusters on a surface better scatter surface-state elec-
trons and are less coupled to bulk states than their embedded
counterparts. As a result the interaction between adstructures
at separations around 10–20 Å is mostly determined by the
surface state, however it is not the case for the embedded
structures. The smaller magnitude of the interaction via sur-
face state at separations about 10 Å is determined by the
smaller density of surface-state electrons with respect to the
density of bulk states.30 Finally, relaxations of adclusters on
surfaces increase coupling between surface and bulk states
and the ratio of the backscattered surface states participating
in the indirect interaction is, therefore, decreased. This, ac-
cording to our calculations, results in small reduction in the
magnitude of the indirect interaction.

D. Importance of ensemble layout

According to our results presented in Fig. 1�b� the block-
ing temperature is expected to be the highest if �i� all the

nanoclusters are partially embedded into the substrate and
�ii� their borders are separated by 9 Å. The first condition
could be satisfied if the annealing of the sample at room or
higher temperature is involved because emission of Cu at-
oms from the substrate and from the step edges becomes
possible.34 The expelled substrate atoms diffuse across the
surface and, since Fe-Cu interaction is stronger than the
Cu-Cu one,35 they attach to Fe nanodots forming rims around
them. As a result, nanodots could be partially embedded into
the substrate.

To check whether the second condition on the possibility
of cluster-cluster separations of 9 Å within a cluster en-
semble could be satisfied, we analyzed the ensemble of Fe
nanodots from Fig. 1�a� of Ref. 15. We considered that dots
are neighbors �i.e., interact with each other� if the separation
between their borders is less than 1.5 nm. Magnetic units
without neighbors cannot participate in the magnetic order-
ing of an ensemble since exchange interaction between such
clusters is small �Fig. 1�b��, i.e., ferromagnetic behavior of
the whole ensemble is determined by units which interact
with at least one neighbor. We have found that in the ana-
lyzed experimental structure �Fig. 1�a� of Ref. 15� �20% of
units have no neighbors, �50%—one neighbor, and
�30%—larger number of neighbors. For the random distri-
bution these values are different ��45%, �40%, and
�15%�. This indicates that in the analyzed experimental
structure the distribution of nanodots on a surface is not ran-
dom.

The physical mechanism responsible for such a self-
ordering could be related to the surface-state-mediated long-
range interaction which has its first minimum on Cu�111� at
�10 Å.26,36,37 Recent experimental studies by Nanayakkara
et al.38 have surprisingly demonstrated that surface state gov-
erns self-assembly of large atomic clusters at 600 K. The
most probable separation between the borders of Br nanois-
lands grown on Cu�111� is close to �10 Å.38 Manai et al.39

have reported on the formation of equilateral triangular clus-
ters stabilized at RT by the Rh�111� surface state. Gabl et
al.40 have recently demonstrated that repulsive interaction of
20–30 meV mediated by surface-state affect self-assembly of
silver nanoclusters on carburized W�110� at T�300 K. The
surface-state-mediated interaction between Fe nanoclusters
has been revealed in our ab initio calculations as well. If E↑↑
is the energy of two adchains with parallel alignment of mag-
netic moments, E↑↓—with antiparallel alignment, E0—of the
single adchain, then the interaction energy can be calculated
as Einter=min�E↑↑ ,E↑↓�−2E0. Figure 4 demonstrates the nor-
malized long-range interaction between two parallel Fe ad-
chains in the ground-state magnetic configuration calculated
according to this formula as a function of separation R. The
interaction energy of two adchains consisting of N=10 atoms
at R=9 Å equals approximately −20 meV and is compa-
rable with kBT�26 meV at T=300 K, where kB
=0.086 meV /K is the Boltzmann constant. Figure 4 clearly
indicates that not all the separations are equivalent, the most
probable separation between the magnetic units is about
9 Å. This conclusion is not altered if two embedded chains
are considered �Fig. 4�. The substrate-mediated long-range
interaction between them is even stronger than in the case of
supported ones.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Pseudomorhic fcc Fe nanocluster. The
distance between atomic rows is 2.22 Å. �b� Two bottom layers of
a bulk Fe nanodot �bcc-like Fe nanocluster�. The horizontal separa-
tion between atomic rows is 1.44 Å.
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III. MAGNETIZATION DYNAMICS

A. Kinetic Monte Carlo model

A realistic insight into the magnetization dynamics of an
ensemble of magnetic nanodots implies real-time treatment
of a system. Our study of magnetization dynamics was per-
formed by means of kMC method proposed by Li and Liu.41

Below we briefly highlight the most important points of this
technique.

Each nanodot can be considered as a single magnetic
domain,14,15,32 which entirely reverse its magnetization direc-
tion at the same instant. It is possible, thus, to treat in our
kMC simulations real nanodots as an ensemble of units with
magnetic moments �si, where vector si ��si�=1� points the
direction of the magnetic moment of an individual nanodot i
and the magnetic moment � of each unit is equal to the net
magnetic moment of a typical nanodot.13 Magnetization dy-
namics of such a system can be described by the Hamil-
tonian of the classical Heisenberg model,41

H = − �
i�j

Jij�si · s j� − K�
i

�e · si�2 − ��
i

�B · si� , �1�

where J is the exchange energy, K is the energy of on-site
magnetic anisotropy, and B is the external magnetic field
aligned parallel to the easy out-of-plane magnetization axis
e, �e�=1. It is postulated that directions si of magnetic mo-
ments have two metastable states within our model: the first
is parallel to e and the second is antiparallel to e. Such a
suggestion implies an Ising-type approach to description of
the magnetization dynamics of an ensemble of magnetic
units.

Let us now consider a flip of magnetic moment si from
the initial metastable state si,0=−e with energy E0

�i� to the
final metastable state si,1=e with energy E1

�i�. Kinetics of for-
ward and reverse transitions is described by the energy bar-
riers �E0→1

�i� and �E0←1
�i� between two metastable states. To

calculate them we follow the way proposed by Li and Liu.41

The direction of magnetic moment si is rotated from initial
metastable state to the final one so the si= �si ·e� continuously
runs through the interval �−1.0, . . . ,1.0� for the forward tran-
sition or through �1.0, . . . ,−1.0� for the backward one. It is
very important to note that such a transition not necessarily
posses a maximum energy at si� �−1.0, . . . ,1.0�. The exis-

tence of the barrier is determined by the following condition.
If 2K� �hi�, where hi=si�� jJijs j +�B�, then the both forward
and reverse transition barriers exist and could be calculated
as41

�E0→1
�i� = �2K + hi�2/4K . �2�

The frequency rate of such transition is calculated by means
of Arrhenius law,41

 = 0 exp�− �E0→1
�i� /kBT� . �3�

If 2K� �hi� then there is no transition state barrier �see pos-
sible scenarios in Figs. 1�d� and 1�e� of Ref. 41�, and follow-
ing the proposal by Li and Liu41 we apply Glauber
dynamics42 in order to compute exponential factor of the
frequency rate,

 = 0
exp�− �E�i�/kBT�

1 + exp�− �E�i�/kBT�
, �4�

where �E�i�=E1
�i�−E0

�i� is the difference between final and
initial states of the system. The described model has been
successfully applied for the simulations of the magnetization
response of monatomic Co chains on a stepped Pt�997� sur-
face at different temperatures.41

It is worth to note that the Metropolis algorithm43 can be
used instead of scheme by Glauber42 for calculations of fre-
quency rates in absence of a transition state barrier �i.e.,
when condition 2K� �hi� is satisfied�,

 = 0 min	1,exp�− �E�i�/kBT�
 . �5�

All the results on magnetization dynamics obtained for the
same sets of parameters K and J by means of Glauber and
Metropolis expressions �4� and �5� are practically the same.

Transition rates �Eqs. �3� and �4�� �or Eq. �5�� are then
used to calculate the real-time increment of each Monte
Carlo step. If the total number of units in a system is equal to
N, then for every kMC step N different flips with the rates
	i
i=1,. . .,N are possible. The time increment � corresponding
to one step of the kMC algorithm is computed using the
following expression:44

� = − ln U/�
i=1

N

i, �6�

where U is random number with a uniform distribution in the
interval �0, 1�.

B. Simulation results

In this section we present the results of the kMC simula-
tions of magnetization dynamics of an ensemble of magnetic
units. For the simulations we derive some characteristics of a
nanodot assembly from the studies of Torija et al., �Fig. 1�a�
in Ref. 15�. Nevertheless our results still cannot serve for the
quantitative description of these experiments due to the lack
of knowledge of other important information: exact shape of
nanodots, distribution of MAE within a nanodot, and unit-
unit separation distribution.

According to the Fig. 1�a� in Ref. 15 we consider that
magnetic units are distributed with a surface density of 1.2

FIG. 4. �Color online� The normalized substrate-mediated long-
range interaction between two Fe adchains �circles, dashed lines�
and two embedded chains �squares, solid lines� in ground-state
magnetic configurations.
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�104 �m−2 and the total magnetic moment of an unit is
3000�B. Estimated value of the MAE, K is assumed to be
about 50 meV �Ref. 45� but we also tested cases of K=30
�Ref. 7�, 70, and 90 meV. Different randomly generated lay-
outs of magnetic units were used in different Monte Carlo
runs. The quasirandom distribution of magnetic units we deal
with ��20%—no neighbors, �40%—one neighbor, and
�40%—two and more neighbors� reasonably fits the experi-
mental one �see Sec. II D�. An example of such a distribution
is presented in Fig. 5�a�. The exchange interaction J of the
Hamiltonian �1� is set to 50 meV, according to the results of
Sec. II C. We neglect the vanishing exchange interaction be-
tween non-neighbor units �Fig. 1�b�� because the separation
between the borders of such magnetic units exceeds 1.5 nm.

Within our kMC simulations we are interested in two as-
pects of magnetic behavior of ensembles of magnetic units.
We study �i� remanent magnetization of the ensemble, which
has been initially magnetized along its easy axis and �ii� the
magnetic behavior in the periodically oscillating external
magnetic field. Figure 5�b� demonstrates the results of the
kMC simulations of the relative remanent magnetization
mr /ms of the dot ensemble as a function of the temperature.
The starting magnetization ms was achieved by preliminarily
applied magnetic field, which then was switched off at t=0.
The remanent magnetization mr was measured at t=20 s.46

Each data point of Fig. 5�b� was calculated by averaging

over 500 of independent runs to reduce possible errors. For
different kMC runs different quasirandom geometrical ar-
rangements of clusters has been generated.

In the absence of the exchange interaction between nan-
odots �J=0� the ferromagnetic behavior is caused only by the
MAE of individual particles. The corresponding remanent
magnetization �plotted in Fig. 5�b� with dashed curves� van-
ishes to zero at �15, 25, 35, and 45 K for K=30, 50, 70, and
90 meV, respectively. If the exchange interaction is
“switched on,” remanent magnetization preserves up to
about 120, 130, 140, and 150 K for the same values of K.
Thus the blocking temperature of this system enhanced by
�100 K is induced by the indirect exchange coupling be-
tween magnetic units.

The observed magnetism of the nanodot ensemble re-
mains quite stable with time. Figure 5�c� demonstrates time-
dependent remanent magnetization for the case K=50 meV
at three different temperatures: 60, 80, and 100 K. One can
see that first the magnetization falls rapidly. This happens
due to the nanodots, which have no neighbors or small num-
ber of neighbors within the ensemble. After that the magne-
tization remains almost unchanged, due to the nanodots
which have large number of neighboring magnetic units.46

Hysteresis loops for the magnetic units ensemble for K
=50 meV at different temperatures are demonstrated in Fig.
5�d�.47 At T=60 K the coercive field equals to 170 Oe. At
T=80 K the coercive field is 50 Oe and at T=100 K it is 20
Oe. The hysteresis loops similar to the remanent magnetiza-
tion curves at the corresponding value of K also indicate on
a blocking temperature of �130 K. We also plot in Fig. 5�d�
the hysteresis loop calculated for J=0 meV. One can see the
paramagnetic S-like curves already at T=60 K.

It is important to note that the remanent magnetization
curve and the blocking temperature of an ensemble of mag-
netic units is quite sensitive to the dot-dot separation distri-
bution and thus to the distribution of J within the ensemble.
To illustrate this we consider the same quasirandom distribu-
tion as before, i.e., with �20% of units without neighbors,
�40%—with one neighbor, and �40%—with two and more
neighbors. But now we assume that the separation between
the dots borders is uniformly distributed in the interval
8–13 Å, which corresponds to the range of the most prob-
able separations derived from the long-range interaction be-
tween two Fe nanoclusters �Fig. 4�.48 The remanent magne-
tization curve computed for such a unit-unit distribution for
K=50 meV is shown in Fig. 5�e� with black curve. It is
compared with the corresponding curve for the case of qua-
sirandom distribution with the fixed border-border separation
of 9 Å �the gray solid curve from Fig. 5�b��. Due to the
various separations between the dots borders, J is not a con-
stant within an ensemble and the blocking temperature is
�90 K vs �130 K for the constant border-border distance
of 9 Å.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have theoretically investigated collec-
tive ferromagnetism in the ensembles of Fe nanoclusters. By
the example of Fe nanoclusters �and nanodots� on Cu�111�,

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� An example of quasirandom distribu-
tion of nanodots, with a preferable separation between the nearest
borders equal to 9 Å. The field has dimensions 100�100 nm2. �b�
Relative remanent magnetization mr /ms as a function of tempera-
ture, where mr is a remanent magnetization at t=20 s and ms is the
initial magnetization at t=0 s. Solid �dashed� curves are plotted for
J=50 meV �J=0 meV�. Black, gray, light gray, and light-light
gray curves correspond to K=30, 50, 70, and 90 meV, respectively.
�c� Time dependence of remanent magnetization of the ensemble
for K=50 meV at different temperatures: 60, 80, and 100 K. �d�
Hysteresis loops calculated for K=50 meV at T=60, 80, and 100
K. The bottom loop is plotted for J=0 meV and K=50 meV at
T=60 K. �e� Remanent magnetization at t=20 s as a function of
temperature: gray solid line corresponds to the constant distance
between the borders of magnetic units of 9 Å while the black one
to the uniform border-border separation from the interval 8–13 Å.
Both curves are for K=50 meV.
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we have unambiguously demonstrated that the substrate-
mediated interaction could be strong enough to induce the
magnetic ordering only if several conditions are satisfied: �i�
the nanoclusters should be partially embedded into the sub-
strate to increase the density of confined conduction elec-
trons; �ii� the distance between borders of neighboring nano-
clusters should be chosen to produce a strong confinement of
conduction electrons; �iii� the intrinsic structure of magnetic
nanocluster should promote a good reflectivity of conduction

electrons. The kMC simulations based on the Ising-type
model for magnetization dynamics have shown that such
conditions result in the enhanced blocking temperatures.
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45 This is a reasonable value since the typical value of a MAE of a

surface Fe atom in an Fe-bulk particle is 0.4 meV �Ref. 32� and
the number of surface Fe atoms in a particle having hemisphere
shape and containing 800 atoms �Ref. 15� is about 120.

46 We have chosen time interval of t=20 s since it is realistic time
known from the experiments �see Fig. 1�c� in Ref. 14�. Our
calculations demonstrate that the remanent magnetization is al-
most unchanged on the time scale of 10–100 s. In principle, the
magnitude of the remanent magnetization depends on the mo-

ment of time t, when it is measured. With increasing t at a given
T the value of remanent magnetization decreases and in the limit
of infinite t it drops to zero at any T �i.e., there is no convergence
of remanent magnetization�.

47 In our simulations we have considered that the sweeping rate of
external magnetic field is 0.01 T/sec, i.e., close to the experi-
mental setup �Ref. 2�.

48 If the separation between the borders of magnetic units is 9 Å,
then J is considered to be 50 meV. Otherwise it is rescaled
according to the data shown in Fig. 1�b�.
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